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California’s prestigious Napa Valley needs no introduction. 

This beautiful and exclusive viticultural area has proven 

itself, vintage after vintage, to produce some of the world’s 

most sought-after wines characterized by their intense 

flavors, developed structures and aging potential. 

 

Picked at optimum ripeness, this wine aged for 28 months in 

Medium-Plus French oak barrels from the finest forests in 

Nevers and the center of France. 

 

Boasting earthy aromas of cigar box, ripe 

raspberry and nutmeg, on the palate the 

wine’s impressive structure is framed by 

unabashedly big-fruit flavors of  blueberry 

and plum, offset by complex, deeper notes 

of cedar, clove and pencil lead. The full mid

-palate transitions seamlessly into a long, 

interwoven finish of fig, tobacco and a 

subtle hint of oaky, sweet vanilla. 

 

We recommend pairing with grilled 

eggplants, heaty blue cheese burgers or beef 

and ginger stir fry. 

 

Drinking great now, this intense but 

balanced cab will also age for up to ten 

years. 

Appellation 

Napa Valley, 

California 

 

Variety 

Cabernet Sauvignon 

 

Alcohol 

14.2% 

 

pH 

3.7 

 

TA 

6 g/L 

 

Retail Price 

$28 
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2021 

Lodi  

Zinfandel 

BY OWL RIDGE 

Pursuit of  the finest ends here. 

 

Ripe raspberry aromas alongside notes of  violet 

and caramel introduce a big and full-bodied 

wine.  Concentrated dark fruit flavors of  cassis 

and fig are offset by a hint of  dried herbs and a 

subtle spiciness—a truly well-balanced Lodi 

Zinfandel. 

 

The finish is long and slightly smoky with dark 

chocolate undertones complemented by vanilla, a 

product of   the wine aging in premium French 

oak barrels. 

 

Drinking great now, Hunted 2021 Lodi Zinfandel 

will age well for up to five years. We recommend 

paring this wine with spicy barbequed ribs, slow-

cooked beef  stew or grilled Portobello mushroom 

burgers. 


